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Box 1

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1959-1980, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes folktales.

A. A. Vlasov undated

Scope and Contents note
Contains materials from Организация российских православных разведчиков and Russischer Nationaler Verein.

Polemic between Sakharov and Solzhenitsyn undated
Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1964, 1983, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes writings and broadcasts by religious leaders and photocopies of books on Orthodoxy.

Politics and culture in the USSR 1982

Capitalism and communism 1980

Soviet press 1983

RFE-RL Research Department 1983

Writings by M. Monditsch 1968

Scope and Contents note
Includes "Штрафной батальон."

Vladimir Voinovich radio scripts 1980

Mikhail Baryshnikov 1980

Igor Siniavin 1978

Scope and Contents note
Includes an open letter to A. E. Shirinkina.

Andrei Borisovich Dmitriev clippings 1979

Samizdat 1979

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1978-1980, undated
Radio Liberty operations 1977

Екатерининский институт 1981
Box 2

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1979-1988, undated

Georgii Davydov 1978
Scope and Contents note
Contains radio scripts with handwritten notes.

Russian émigré press 1977-1986
Scope and Contents note
Includes Наша страна (Argentina) and Новое русское слово.

Andrei Sakharov 1979

Белое движение 1979

Sergei Kovalev radio script 1979

Vladimir Borisov radio script undated

Radio Liberty operations 1979, undated

Aleuts undated

Народно-трудовой союз undated

Memorial in Katynsky Forest 1976

Russian history 1975, 1984
Portugal - 1975 1976

World news reports 1976

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn radio scripts 1975-1980, undated

“Dissent and Dissidents” 1976

Clippings 1974-1983

Scope and Contents note

Includes clippings from Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии, Russischer Nationaler Verein, and other publications. Topics include Russian and Soviet literature and art, antisemitism, Russian nationalism, Stalin, and Stalinism.

Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1975-1986, undated

“Мирология” 1979

Soviet press 1980, undated

Boris Pasternak charcoal portrait (print) undated

US-USSR relations 1982

Ivan Bunin undated

Valentin Rasputin 1988

Osipov undated

Notes 1978, undated

Box 3
Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1985, undated

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975, undated

Capitalism and communism undated

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1975

Radio Liberty programming: Education 1975

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1975

Igor Ogurtsov 1979, 1987

Soviet press 1986

Vladimir Maksimov undated

Radio Liberty operations 1975-1986

Russian émigré press 1979

Isaak Abravanel 1979

World news reports 1983-1985

I. A. Il'in undated

Russian émigré literature and art 1981

Scope and Contents note

Includes a script for a broadcast by A. Siniavskii.
Jewish culture 1983

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1983-1984

Scope and Contents note

Includes material relating to Semenova's open letter to J. Lodessen.

George Bailey 1984, undated

Mikhail Dmitrievich Monditsch undated

Notes undated

Writings by M. Monditsch (pseudonym N. Sinevirsky) 1964

Национально-патриотический фронт "Память" 1988

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1988

Perestroika 1987

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1988

Box 4

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1976, undated

Antisemitism and the "Jewish Question" 1978, undated

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1979-1980, 1988, undated

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975-1978

Politics and culture in the USSR 1980
Stalin and Stalinism 1989, undated

Russian history clippings undated

День непримиримости undated

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1979-1980

B'nai Brith undated

Russian and Soviet emigration 1980

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1973, 1988

Scope and Contents note

Includes a script for a broadcast by A. Sinyavsky.


Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity undated

Russian émigré press 1981

Mikhail Larionov 1988-1989

Aleuts undated

Correspondence 1969, 1986-1987

Human rights 1977

Box 5

Karl Marx undated

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1987

Totalitarianism 1979

Maksim Shostakovich 1983

Russian history 1983, undated

Andrei Sakharov 1985

A. I. Denikin undated

Radio Liberty operations 1985

Russian and Soviet emigration 1983, 1989

Antisemitism and the “Jewish Question” 1985, undated

Andrei Lishke 1985


Lieutenant General A. A. Vlasov undated

Vasilii Kandinskii undated

Russian émigré press 1980

Scope and Contents note

Includes Донской Атаманский Вестник.
Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1983
Box 6

Soviet press

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975-1985

Scope and Contents note
Includes materials relating to a case brought by Rachel Fedoseeva against Igor Yeltsin, et al.

Correspondence 1975-1976

Russian history 1974-1977, undated

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1975-1983, undated

Scope and Contents note
Contains materials relating to the Templeton Prize.


Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1983

Radio Liberty listener feedback 1984

Scope and Contents note
Relates to supposed anti-western views, Telnikov and the “Reagan quip.”

Igor Ogurtsov 1980

Aleksandr Ogorodnikov 1984

Antisemitism and the “Jewish Question” 1981, 1984
Editors and contributors to the Энциклопедический словарь (photocopy) undated

Stalin and Stalinism 1977

Joseph Frank on Dostoevsky 1976

Anatolii Kuznetsov undated

Russian-Ukrainian relations 1981-1982

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1981-1982

Russian émigré press 1980s

Il'ia Glazunov 1978

Abram Terts / Andrei Siniavskii undated

Russian and Soviet emigration 1982

World news reports 1982

Science in Russia undated

Andrei Sakharov 1982

Antisemitism and the "Jewish Question" 1981

Maksimilian Voloshin 1977, undated

Mariia Gavrilovna Savina 1981
Writings by M. Monditsch 1984

Scope and Contents note

Includes “Smersh”

US-USSR relations 1982

Box 7

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1977-1993, undated

Sergei Bulgakov undated

Russian history undated

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1978, 1996, undated

Radio Liberty operations 1979-1992

Scope and Contents note

Includes diagrams of the administrative structure.

Andrei Sakharov undated

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975-1985, undated

Scope and Contents note

Includes clippings regarding Viktoria Semenova’s criticisms of Radio Liberty programming.

Man Ray 1975

Russian and Soviet literature and art undated

Antisemitism and the “Jewish question” 1976, 1979, undated

Russian-European relations 1984

The U.S. Board for International Broadcasting undated

Notes 1978


Russian émigré press 1985, undated

Scope and Contents note

Includes Журнал “Свободное слово карпатской Руси.”

Criminality and justice in the U.S. 1979

Stalin and Stalinism 1978

Kazem-Bek undated

Il'ia Glazunov 1978, undated

Politics and culture in the USSR 1985

I. A. Il'in 1986

Russian history 1979-1987, undated

Women in the USSR 1984

Russian émigré press 1975-1982, undated
Lavrentii Pavlovich Beria 1972

George Bailey 1982

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1975, 1983

Национально-патриотический фронт "Память" 1987

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1976

Voice of America undated

Leonid Pliushch press clippings (in German) 1979

Clipping on Gumilev 1978

L. N. Tolstoy 1977

Scope and Contents note

Includes text of a broadcast on Tolstoy's philosophical contribution to the revolution.

P. A. Stolypin 1971

Igor Ogurtsov 1977

Radio Liberty operations 1976

Scope and Contents note

Includes material regarding program policy.

Radio Liberty programming: History 1974

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1969, undated
The U.S. Board for International Broadcasting 1978
Box 8

Yuri Andropov 1983, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes posters, clippings, and notes.

Stalin and Stalinism undated

Antisemitism and the “Jewish Question” undated

Russian émigré press clippings 1977-1985, undated

Aleksandr Solzhenitsin 1972-1982, undated

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1977-1988, undated

A. A. Zinov’ev undated

Politics and culture in the USSR 1977

Il’ia Erenburg undated

The Congress of Russian Americans 1983

Notes 1979-1981, undated


Национально-патриотический фронт "Память" 1988

Radio Liberty programming: Human rights 1987
"Veche" undated

Radio Liberty operations 1988
Box 9

Russian and Soviet emigration 1978-1979, 1999

Scope and Contents note
Includes a self-published textbook for a religious weekend school with related newspaper clippings.

Capitalism and communism 1983, undated

Scope and Contents note
Contains clippings and copies of Свободное русское слово.

Weeping Nicholas II icon 1999

Notes undated

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature undated

Scope and Contents note
Contains scripts and notes for a dramatization of Gogol's "Dead Souls."

Radio Liberty programming: For children undated

Aleksandr Solzhenytsin 1967

Svetlana Stalina 1967

Radio Liberty operations 1975-1976, undated

World news reports 1967
Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975-1979, undated

Scope and Contents note

Includes Semenova’s open memo to Lodessen in English, Russian, and German; clippings; and correspondence.

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1981

Scope and Contents note

Includes drafts of a letter to Ronald Reagan.

The U.S. Board for International Broadcasting 1975

Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1980

Radio Liberty programming: Culture and politics undated

Politics and culture in the USSR 1971

Красноречие undated

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1971, undated

Scope and Contents note

Includes issues of Православный вестник в Канаде.

The Congress of Russian Americans 1980

Scope and Contents note

Includes correspondence with Politis related to Semonova's difficulties at Radio Liberty, Ogurtsov, and other activities of the organization.

Igor Ogurtsov 1971
Russian émigré press 1980
Box 10

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1975

Radio Liberty in the press 1981
Scope and Contents note
Relating to accusations of anti-western and anti-democratic broadcasts.

Copies of a letter from the Archbishop of Western Europe and Geneva to the President of the United States 1981 May

Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1981

The Congress of Russian Americans 1979-1986
Scope and Contents note
Includes material regarding Radio Liberty programming, Igor Ogurtsov, the murder of Tania Zelensky, and Tel'nikov's discharge from Radio Liberty.

Correspondence 1980-1988
Scope and Contents note
Includes correspondence with Igor Ogurtsov, Vera Politis (of the CRA), Evgeniiia Derevenskova (mother of Ogurtsov), Oleg Osipov, and Iurii Belov (of the International Society for Human Rights).

Igor Ogurtsov 1979-1986, undated

Radio Liberty operations notes 1984-1985, undated

Swiss francs (use copies) undated
Box 11
Igor Ogurtsov 1984-1985
Correspondence 1973, 1982-1985

Scope and Contents note
Includes correspondence with Aleksandr Isaevich and E. Vaghin.

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1963, 1972, undated

Antisemitism and the “Jewish Question” undated

Russian and Soviet literature and art

Radio Liberty operations 1954, 1978, undated

Writings by M. Monditsch (pseudonym N. Sinevirsy) 1954, 1964


The U.S. Board for International Broadcasting 1983

Radio Liberty administrative documents 1983

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1978

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn undated

The U.S. Board for International Broadcasting 1978


Lev Shestov 1969

Kolyma undated
Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1956-1959

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1977-1978

Scope and Contents note
Includes correspondence with lawyers, copies of court documents, and internal Radio Liberty memoranda for a civil case.

Box 12

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1974-1997

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism undated

Radio Liberty programming: Culture and politics 1969-1970

Andrei Siniavskii broadcast scripts 1980

Correspondence 1980

Clippings regarding Russian and Soviet literature and art 1975, undated

Russian émigré press 1956-1965

Cossack choir of Serge Jaroff undated

Radio Liberty administrative documents

Clippings from Русская мысль regarding Lev Tolstoy 1971

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1973-1980, undated

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn undated
Father Dmitrii Dudko 1980

Scope and Contents note
Contains Radio Liberty memoranda.

Andrei Sakharov 1980

Scope and Contents note
Contains Radio Liberty memoranda.

Box 13

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1978

Russian émigré press 1969-1987

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1978-1979

National discrimination undated

World news reports 1979

Radio Liberty operations 1979

Father Dmitrii Dudko 1978

Scope and Contents note
Contains Российское национальное объединение в ФРГ letters.

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1977, 1979

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism undated

Soviet press 1960
Umvergessener verrat!, M. Petrowsky (photocopy) 1945

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1976-1982, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes broadcast scripts relating to Marina Tsvetaeva.

Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1977

Scope and Contents note
Includes scripts for Святая Троица, Вознесение Господне and Рождество.

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn scripts 1977-1978

Radio Liberty programming: International Women's Day 1977

Национально-патриотический фронт "Память" 1988, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes transcript of an interview with Valentin Rasputin.

Box 14

Igor Ogurtsov 1982-1988, undated

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1985, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes material relating to M. Bulgakov and L. Gumilev.

Radio Liberty programming: History 1984-1985

“Veche” stationery undated

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1975-1988, undated

Radio Liberty operations 1978, undated

Notes undated

Correspondence 1975-1987

Scope and Contents note

Includes correspondence with Igor Ogrutsov.

Radio Liberty programming: Culture and politics 1972-1982

Father Dmitrii Dudko 1977

Armenian independence 1978

Russian history undated

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn speech delivered at Harvard undated

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1980


Box 15

Igor Ogrutsov 1979, 1982, undated

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1974-1986

Notes undated
Writings by M. Monditsch published in За Россию 1968

Russian émigré press 1977-1984, undated

Radio Liberty operations 1976, undated

Sergei Zharov undated

N. Poltoratskii correspondence 1990

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity undated

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1991, undated

Nikolai Artemievich Elenev 1967, undated

Georgii Ivanovich Bortsenko, grandfather of Semenova 1997-1999

Father Dmitrii Dudko 1978

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1978

Box 16

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity (photocopies) undated

Russian and Soviet literature and art (photocopies) undated

Correspondence 1991-1996, undated

Scope and Contents note

Includes correspondence with Angelina Mikhailovna Efimenkova, V. P. Ulitin, and religious leaders in Germany and Israel.

Radio Liberty administrative documents 1979
Russian history undated

Radio Liberty operations 1991
Scope and Contents note
Includes copies of letters from Oleg Krassowski (Krasovskii) to Radio Liberty director and director of Russian Service of Radio Liberty, V. Matusevich.

Конгресс соотечественников РСФСР 1991, undated

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1990-1992, undated


Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1977
Box 17
Memorabilia 1976, undated
Scope and Contents note
Includes stamps, stickers, prayer cards, and notes.

Correspondence undated

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity undated

Русское патриотическое движение "Отечество" 1990

Ukrainian émigré press 1977

Russian and Soviet emigration 1977

Radio Liberty administrative documents 1967, 1977
Russian and Soviet literature and art 1963, 1978

Scope and Contents note
Includes material relating to Bulgakov and Khodasevich.


Notes 1976, 1978, undated

Boris Suvarin 1977, undated

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature undated

Russian history undated

Radio Liberty programming: Religion 1975, 1985

Russian émigré press 1984-1985

Politics and culture in the USSR 1977, undated

Medzhugor'e 1985

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1985, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes articles on Solzhenitsyn's increasing anti-American attitudes.

Radio Liberty in the press 1984

Radio Liberty programming: Jewish culture 1985
Russian Liberation Army and “Vlasovets” 1983

Radio Liberty listener feedback 1984

Scope and Contents note
Includes a letter from V. Matusevich to James Buckley regarding Russian chauvinism.

Sen. Claiborne Pell letter to Edward Ney regarding issues at Radio Liberty 1984

Box 18

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1976-1979

Scope and Contents note
Includes materials related to the civil case between Semenova and Fedoseeva.

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1988, undated

Национально-патриотический фронт “Память” 1987-1988

Dissent and Dissidents 1987-1988

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1988

Perestroika 1988

Zhdanov 1988

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1988

Scope and Contents note
Includes feuilletons by Vladimir Zhabotinskii.

World news reports 1988
Antisemitism and the "Jewish Question" 1988
Box 19

Russian and Soviet emigration 1972, undated

Radio Liberty listener feedback 1972-1983, undated
Scope and Contents note
Includes a letter from Archbishop Anthony of Geneva and Western Europe to Ronald Reagan.

Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1968-1979, 1997

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1976-1980

Scope and Contents note
Includes memoranda between Semenova and J. Lodeesen on the purpose of religious programming, radio scripts by Semenova, and a letter from the Russian Orthodox Bishop of Munich.

Мирология 1979

Antisemitism and the "Jewish Question" 1983, 1985, undated

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1980-1983
Scope and Contents note
Includes letter to Ronald Reagan.

Russian and Soviet emigration 1983, undated

Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1987, undated

Lenin 1978
Politics and culture of the USSR undated

Russian and Soviet literature and art 1979, undated

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1969

Father Dmitrii Dudko 1980

Russian émigré press 1978


Box 20

Русское национальное объединение в Федеративной Республике Германии / Russischer Nationaler Verein 1978, 1982, undated


Russian and Soviet literature and art - materials related to broadcast regarding death of Dmitrii Klenovskii 1970s, 1981, undated

Politics and culture in the USSR undated

Politics and culture in the USSR undated

Notebooks undated

Radio Liberty operations 1975-1977

Scope and Contents note

Includes memoranda on discriminatory personnel policies at the Munich office.

Radio Liberty programming: Art and literature 1973-1978
Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1975, undated

Russian émigré press 1977, undated

Correspondence 1975

Фонд за защиту свободы 1978-1979

Russian and Soviet literature and art undated

The Newspaper Guild of New York undated

Capitalism and communism 1985, undated

Box 21

Children’s poetry and theater 1972

Радиостанция "Радонеж" 1990-1997


Capitalism and communism clippings 1976

Antisemitism and the “Jewish Question” 1979, undated


Radio Liberty in the press 1982, undated

Russian and Soviet emigration 1978

Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1977-1978

Scope and Contents note
Cossack choir of Serge Jaroff undated

Contains radio scripts on various topics collected by Semenova as evidence of Russophobia. Includes annotations.

- **Russian and Soviet history undated**
- **Russian Orthodoxy and Christianity 1980, 1985-1986**
- **Radio Liberty programming: Culture and politics 1976, undated**
- **Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn scripts (Radio Liberty and BBC) 1979-1980**
- **The Congress of Russian Americans undated**
  - Boxes 22-23
- **Russian and Soviet literature and art 1980**
- **Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 1979-1980, undated**
- **Russian national consciousness and Russian nationalism 1977, 1979, undated**
  - **Scope and Contents note**
    - Includes materials relating to V. Moroz and radio scripts on Ukraine.
- **Ukrainian literature and culture 1975**
- **Світовий Конгрес Вільних Українців 1979**
- **Radio Liberty operations 1979**
Radio Liberty administrative documents 1981


Conflicts at the Radio Liberty Munich office between second- and third-wave emigres over alleged Russophobia and antisemitism 1978-1980

Национально-патриотический фронт "Память" 1987

Perestroika 1987

Radio Liberty programming: Culture and politics 1981


Scope and Contents note
Contains an open letter to the editors of Posev.

Antisemitism and the "Jewish Question" 1966, undated

Scope and Contents note
Includes the Талмуд и коммунизм.

Tsar Nicholas II 1982

Nikolai Poltoratskii clippings 1990

Children's poetry and theater 1970, 1999-2000, undated

Box 24

Russian orthodoxy and Christianity 1949, 1992

Russian émigré press 1975-1986
Soviet press 1977

Radio Liberty 1985

В. Одиноков, “Женитьба Белугина, акт 3. для нового театра в Нью Йорке 1950” 1950

Posters

Box 23

“Dorogomu Mikhailu Monditsch ot NTS” sash (use copy only)

Access

Original item restricted; use copy available in Box 23.

Box 25

Photographs

Scope and Contents note

Includes images of church interiors, Евгения Михайловна Деревенскова, I. Ogurtsov, the gravestone of Sergei Dobrovskii (Bolkhovskoi) - Sverchkov, Потемкин Пименовы, Hans Yalta von Wick, and unidentified persons.

Sound Recordings

Scope and Contents note

Titles are taken from what is written on the media and their containers.

Sound cassettes 1984 April 24

Box 26

"Телер. Разговор 2ой И. Огурцов"
16го ноября 83 года в 3г. дня Мюнхен. Разговор с И. В. Огурцовым 1983 November 16
Свадьба, I-III (3 tapes) 1985 May 5
Борис Константинович Зайцев, АФОН, часть 1-я
Борис Константинович Зайцев, АФОН, часть 2-я
Программа о Марине Цветаевой
Цветаева
Галансков
Солженицын. Речь в Лондоне 1983 May 10
Религиозные беседы
Религиозные (2 tapes)
Плащаница Христова 38 мин.
Св. Сергей Радонежский и татарское иго
Молитвослов
Св. Серафим
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Mussorgsky and Prokofieff [Prokofiev]

5" sound tape reels
5" sound tape reels

Box 27

"За океаном" - 440, В. Стороженко; Первая программа - Суббота/Воскресенье на 12-13 октября 1968 г. 1968 October 8
Unlabeled

7" sound tape reels

Box 27

"ANN... 'Live and let live,' 'We can make it,' 'Goodbye,' 'Mocking bird'"
Плащаница Христа 38 мин.
Galanskov, 6-7 IX
Святой Серафим, часть 1 1978
Спец. Передача Святой Серафим 1978 January 6-7
Unlabeled
London Corr. 1968 February 8
The Shadow of Your Smile
Unlabeled
О радиостанции 1972 February 25
Встречи семей
Песня о станции
Русск. Песни
"Вечная память", Дмитриевская суббота
Matusevich, "Националисты" 1978
Scope and Contents note
Includes script.

Дима I оригин.
"Master"
Unlabeled
Марина Цветаева
Плащаница Христа лента; спец. Передача 1/3 1975 Май
Смеянцы

Box 28

Цыганские песни
70-летие Октябрьской революции - Special
Святой Серафим, II-ая часть
Музыкальные темы
Первая программа - Среда/четверг, Вариант "Б" на 8-9 февраля; Н. Грабоедов,
"Дела КПСС"; К. Павлов, "От Индийского до Тихого океана" 1967 January 2
Pashkal'noe bogosluzhzenie II
Солженицын / Кузнецов в Лондоне 1975 February 25
Unlabeled
"Борис Годунов" Р. Шаляпин
Святой Серафим I: Спец. Перед. 17/15 1977 April
Н. А. Римский-Корсаков, Концерты для рояля
Мовдодур; Топтыгин и лиса; Муха - цокотуха; Смеянцы
Шопен: 12 этюдов, Шура Черкасский 1967
Галансков
Galanskov 1977 December 6-7
Св. Серафим
Шаляпин
Марина Цветаева, original
Письмо
Unlabeled
Аркадий Райкин II
Русские песни 1968 August 29
Pashkal'noe bogosluzhzenie I
Копия 2-ая "Багровый остров"
The Shadow of Your Smile
Sound Recordings

7" sound tape reels

Box 29

Marina Tsvetaeva (COPY)
Саш Кленовский
"Не хлебом единым" 1984 February 4-5
Чайковский 7-ая симфония 2003
3687-B 1968 April 3
Unlabeled (3 reels)
"Bagrovyi ostrov"
"Новые веяния в Марксизме - 19" and "Пути к миру" 1967 February
А. Солженицын, "Прусские ночи"
К 57-ой годовщине октябрьской революции, Программа 1
Spets. peredacha. 57-aia godovshchina Okt. revoliutsii 1974 November 7-8
Райкин I
"Филателя - 117" and "Об этом спорят, говорят" 1967 October 3
Цыгане парижск (1)
Special. I. Св. Серафим 1974 April 14-15
"Bagrovyi ostrov" 1974 December 31 - 1975
Архангельский Литургия Хор Афонского
Шульженко
Цветаева

10" sound tape reels

Box 30

"Balalaika Favorites," Osipov State Russian Folk Orchestra
Моцарт: 1) Концерт 20 2-мои 2) Концерт 23 а-дич
Рахманинов играет Шопена 1950 February 18
"Tatar-Bashkir" 1967 February
"Khor Jaroff" II 1957 January 5
Музыка Гнедых
Святой Серафим (Рождество и Пасха 1974 г.) 1974
Патриарший хор
Ахматова
"Belorussian" 1967 February 12

Box 31

Вейдле
Р. Корсаков, Мусоргский, Бородин
Unlabeled
Шаляпин, Козловский
NBC news on Khrushchev
"Яблони в цвету"
Патриарший хор
П.И. Чайковский, Времена года, Л. Оборин
Original II 1969 July 20
"Русские песни," Хор донских казаков

Box 32

Unlabeled (3 reels)
Марина Цветаева 1992 May 3
Don Cossacks (Jaroff)
Russian Part I 1966 July 4
Ruslan and Ludmila
Старые гвардейские и армейские песни Л.И. Барат

Digital Files

Digital file
Interview conducted by Anatol Shmelev 2011
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